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INTRO

A shared
destiny

Les
Saisies
AND THE “ESPACE DIAMANT”

t the age of 23, Justine Braisaz and Julia Simon are both members
of the French biathlon team. More than just teammates, these
two girls have known each other almost all their lives.
Justine Braisaz and Julia Simon boast a shared destiny. They joined the
cross-country skiing/biathlon section of Les Saisies Sports Club when
they were still young enough to play with dolls. Talented girls, with strong
characters, they both have parents who are farmers in the Beaufortain.

A

SKI AREA

THE “ESPACE DIAMANT”
SKI AREA BOASTS:
› 192 km of ski slopes
› 157 runs
› Gentle or more sporty skiing
› 81 ski lifts
› 40% of the area equipped with
snow-making facilities.

OPENING DATES:
Weekends in December 2019: 7th & 8th, 14th & 15th.
Every day from 21st December 2019 to 24th April 2020.

"WE HAVE A SPECIAL
RELATIONSHIP, IT’S OBVIOUS"
Although they may consider themselves very different, both girls have the same determination,
the same competitive spirit and a deep love of authenticity and simplicity. Very much attached
to their roots, to their land, to their family environment, Justine and Julia return to Les Saisies as
often as possible. Last summer, these two amazing young women welcomed us to Les Saisies before
heading off to discover new horizons and compete in new competitions.
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CONVERGING VIEWS

Julia SIMON
Justine BRAISAZ
Two international
biathletes,
two strong characters...
Made in Les Saisies!
Justine Braisaz and Julia Simon now play leading roles on the world
circuit with a joint World Cup victory in Relay last winter.
To celebrate their growing success, this year’s press pack includes
a special edition feature.
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POINTS OF VIEW

POINTS OF VIEW

Personal
info

I

nterview with Julia Simon and Justine Braisaz,
members of the French biathlon team. Aged
23, these two champions grew up side by side,
progressing on the same slopes, in the same
resort.

JUSTINE BRAISAZ

How would you describe your teammate?
Julia: Justine is a workaholic. Few things can distract her from
her goal! What others think is of no importance to her. Justine
is discreet and never tries to impose her ideas.
Justine: Julia has quite a character! Faced with regular
injuries, she has learnt to recover and rebuild by staying true to
her values. Julia is honest and true to herself.

You are both daughters of farmers. Is this a vector of
common values?
Julia: It is obvious that our parents, all farmers in the Beaufortain,
instilled in us the values of hard work from a very early age. We
saw them rise early and work hard, driven by their passion and
convictions.
Justine: We are country girls from the mountains, not princesses!
I don’t know if it was the farming community that shaped us like
that, but we do our utmost to respect an image that we wish to
convey.

Your lives are so obviously linked. Is the systematic
comparison sometimes difficult to cope with?
Justine: It’s a bit like comparing two children from the same
family. People are not always very tactful but, generally
speaking, it boosted our performance and we
became training partners.
"RETURNING
Julia: It made us grow up faster. When Justine
first entered the World Cup group, I was injured
HOME TO LES
and I didn’t accept it well. The second time,
SAISIES IS
on the contrary, I felt liberated, finally free to
ESSENTIAL"
evolve without comparison!
What are the qualities required in biathlon
that you admire in each other?
Justine: Julia shoots exceptionally well. She is like Dorothea
Wierer (winner of the 2018/19 crystal globe). Shooting requires
commitment, courage and a strong mental attitude. Julia has all
these qualities.
Julia: Justine has a very strong mental attitude. She knows how
to push herself to the limit. Her physical skiing abilities have
always been outstanding. In shooting, she is not the fastest but
she is clean. She has learned to play on these strengths.

"OUR PARENTS, ALL FARMERS,
INSTILLED THE VALUE OF HARD WORK"
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Why return to Les Saisies between training
sessions and competitions?
Julia: I grew up in Villard sur Doron and spent the
summers in the mountain pastures. Back to basics is
essential. I feel at home on the slopes here and enjoy
the daily routine.
Justine: This is where I want to drop my bags
between competitions and courses. I love the rural,
authentic, preserved nature of Les Saisies. The resort
is a fabulous playground to train in any season. It boasts one of the
most beautiful cross-country ski areas in France and is also great
for downhill skiing, biking, trail running and roller skiing.
At one point in your career, has the presence of the other
been particularly beneficial to you?
Julia: Clearly the relay at the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics. I was
a substitute, on the edge of the track, but seeing Justine take the
bronze medal reminded me of all those winters that we competed
against each other and it gave me great confidence. If it worked for
her, it could work for me too!
Justine: For me it was the Olympics too! When Julia arrived as a
substitute she brought freshness to the group, very much necessary
at that particular time. Personally, I was incredibly stressed and her
presence was extremely beneficial to me.

"OUR GOLD MEDAL IN RUHPOLDING:
A SUPERB REWARD FOR THE SPORTS CLUB
IN LES SAISIES"
What do you remember about the Women’s Relay in Ruhpolding,
your first World Cup victory together?
Julia: It was our first relay together! A fabulous victory that rewarded our
team cohesion and all the hard work of the Saisies Ski Club.
Justine: I remember thinking of Richard - our trainer in Les Saisies - during
the Sprint event of the World Cup in Pokljuka (the first stage of the 20182019 World Cup), when we came 3rd and 4th. Julia was behind by a few
tenths of a second and I had to fight to keep my place on the podium. I hope
we will relive moments like this!
What do you expect from the coming season?
Julia: I had a lot of fun last winter and I just want to keep having fun,
making my way onto the World Cup circuit. The race for results, certainly
not! Too much pressure doesn’t work for me.
Justine: I had a lot of goals last year and it was mentally testing. I now
need reassurance. I have no apprehension but I am unable to set myself
ambitions or goals at present.

› Born on 4th July 1996
in Albertville
› 1,73 m, 58 kg
› Bronze medalist in the
Women’s Relay in the 2018
Pyeongchang Olympics
› Individual bronze
medalist at the 2019 World
Championships
› Bronze medalist in the
Women’s Relay at the 2017
World Championships
› 22 World Cup podiums
including a victory in the
Mass Start in Le GrandBornand and a victory in
the Women’s Relay

JULIA SIMON
2019 World Championships: more than just a bronze medal
for Justine
Justine won the bronze medal in the 15 km individual race at the
World Championships in Ostersund in March 2019. A first individual
world podium that did her the greatest good after a complicated
start to the season and an even more difficult start to this particular
competition.
"Four days earlier, I finished the Sprint in 60th position. I was
ashamed and angry. To perform so well in the individual event was
a huge relief and a great satisfaction. A deliverance in itself! Plus,
this medal was not just a stroke of luck, I ran my race exactly as I
planned to."

› Born on 9th October 1996
in Albertville
› 1,70 m, 62 kg
› 4 podiums on the World
Cup circuit including a
victory in the Women’s
Relay
› Bronze medalist
in Pursuit at the European
Championships
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THE POST-OLYMPIC EFFECT

OLYMPIC NORDIC
FACILITIES
World-famous for having hosted the Nordic ski events
(cross-country skiing and biathlon) during the Albertville
Olympics in 1992, Les Saisies boasts a fabulous Nordic
playground, home to the two young biathletes Justine
Braisaz and Julia Simon.

"SOME MAY CALL IT CHAUVINISM BUT LES SAISIES
BOASTS ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CROSS-COUNTRY
SKI AREAS IN FRANCE, ONE OF THE LARGEST IN
EUROPE! THE FIELD VARIES BETWEEN OPEN TRACKS,
FOREST TRAILS AND TECHNICAL DESCENTS."

THE NORDIC SKI AREA
FACTS & FIGURES
- 17 different itineraries
- 120 km of trails
- Between 1,600 metres and 1,720 metres
altitude
- 1 international biathlon stadium
- 1 free novice zone
- 1 fun circuit for children
- 16 signposted snowshoe/walking
itineraries, along 65 km of specific trails
- Awarded the renowned Nordic France label
for its excellence
10

Compare yourself to Justine Braisaz!
Compare yourself to local champion, Justine Braisaz and her
time of reference, along a cross-country circuit with a shot at
target. During a 2 hour introductory session, novice biathletes
can learn the basics before challenging the time of the Olympic
bronze medalist.
An absolute must: the opportunity to shoot at a 50m target
range with a professional rifle on Olympic grounds!
Price: 2 hour session from 95 € for 1 or 2 people, 151 € for 3 or 4 people.
Periods: Christmas, January, February half-term, March and April.
Contact: ESF Ski School in Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 90 40

NEW | Snowga
This season, local mountain leader Hélène Durand, proposes
Snowga - yoga in the snow!
Each session begins with an approach on snowshoes to calm
the mind, followed by breathing exercises and standing yoga
positions in the snowy surroundings of the Beaufortain. The
fresh and healthy air at this altitude results in improved balance,
better concentration, fluid breathing and a strengthening of the
immune system. Enjoy a moment in communion with nature.
Once a week, from 09:30 to 11:30.
Price: 19 € (snowshoes and poles not provided).
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 90 30 or Hélène
Durand at contact@sentiers-helene.com

NEW | Zen Package
A wellness package composed of several different activities
including hiking, conscious walking, snowga, yoga and
meditation. The icing on the cake: a snowshoe excursion at
sunset, when the Mont Blanc turns pink. A moment of magical
contemplation!
Massages possible on supplement. Vegetarian menus available
on request.

Offer valid from 04/01/2020 to 18/01/2020 and from 21/03/2020 to
04/04/2020.
Price: Full week half-board at the 3* Hotel Le Calgary, from 899 € per person.
Contact : Les Saisies Reservations + 33 (0)4 79 38 93 89 - www.lessaisies.com

NEW | Apprentice Aeronaut
On the occasion of our prize draw, the resort offers a select
few the opportunity to discover behind the scenes of a hot air
balloon flight. Win the right to prepare the equipment, install
the basket and inflate the sail. Live the flight from the inside and
even take the controls (weather conditions permitting).

From 23rd to 27th March, 1 winner/day in our prize draw.
Participants subject to the following conditions: over 18 years of age and in
good physical condition.
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 90 30
www.lessaisies.com

Electric Fat Bike
Visitors can now discover Les Saisies on an Electric Fat Bike
accompanied by a professional guide! Effortlessly ride along the
footpaths and snowshoe trails. Battery assistance enables you
to go further, increase the pleasure and fatigue less!
Price: 69 €/ person per 2 ½ hour session inclusive of bike rental, helmet and
instructor. Family rates from 3 people +.
Contact: Jérôme Casagrande at MCF + 33 (0)6 98 99 53 72

Evening toboggan run
When the slopes close, adrenaline seekers will enjoy this 2km
downhill toboggan run from the summit of Mont Bisanne.

Booking compulsory. Sledges, helmets and headlamps provided.
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies + 33 (0)4 79 38 90 30
www.lessaisies.com

Baby Mushing | an activity with a lot of bite!
Elsa Jougla, the only female musher in the region, introduces
children age 3 to 7 to mushing in the Baby Park®. Small sleds,
adapted for a child’s use, are harnessed to a dog. Each sled is
equipped with a large break, adjustable handlebars and nonslip footrests. Children rapidly find their balance and learn the
basics - how to turn and stop, using the words ‘Gee’ and Hoooo’.
This activity takes place along a safe and well adapted course.
Participants are divided into 5 different levels, from novice to
advanced.
Price: 45 € per child for a 2 hour session.
Contact : Elsa Jougla - Expérience Mushing +33 (0)6 82 18 15 89
elsa.jougla@wanadoo.fr
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NEW | Giant warm-up session
To start your holiday on the right foot, there’s nothing like a good
warm-up session! Every Sunday morning, enjoy a 15 minute
musical warm-up with a sports coach from the Signal leisure
complex. A pre-ski session to prepare the muscles and prevent
injury. Accessible to all. Free of charge.
Location: on the Chardons snow front, at the heart of resort.

SKIING IN LES SAISIES

Every Sunday in January, February and March 2020, at 09:00.
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 90 30
www.lessaisies.com

SKI CONNECTED!

In the tracks of

our local champions

The ski area in Les Saisies is a source of inspiration for Franck
Piccard, Justine Braisaz, Julia Simon and more than 110,000
holidaymakers every winter.

N

estled at the foot of the Mont
Blanc, between the Beaufortain and
Aravis mountain ranges, the Espace
Diamant ski area boasts exceptional snow
conditions and varied skiing between 1,000
and 2,000 metres altitude. A snow-covered
paradise that combines the charm of 6 ski-in
/ ski-out resorts.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
NEW | The Legette chairlift gets a makeover
This winter the Legette chairlift gives way to a new ultra-modern 6-seater
lift with highly comfortable seats, automatic railings and boarding aids.
The result: the possibility to transport 2,800 people per hour in the record
time of 4 minutes. Plus, two tunnels and a bridge improve fluidity on the
ski area and facilitate day skiers and links to the Espace Diamond ski area.
NEW | A change of look for the Magic Forest!
Designed for families, this fun slope gets a facelift this winter! The Magic
Forest has been redeveloped to include arches with cords and a new photo
hotspot. Great fun guaranteed!
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies + 33 (0)4 79 38 90 30 - www.lessaisies.com
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NEW | Beginners’ luck !
This season boasts a new fun area for beginners, close to the Boëtets
magic carpet. Complete with mini modules and boxes, there’s everything
necessary for a fun introduction to skiing.
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies + 33 (0)4 79 38 90 30 - www.lessaisies.com

Live information 24/7!
Touchscreens and interactive maps provide visitors with live
resort information 24/7. Click and find a place to eat, sleep
and have fun! Plus, our postcard tabs enable holidaymakers to
share photos on their favourite social networks.
Photo Hotspot
Capture the moment...Take a life-size selfie with friends or
family on the Bisanne chairlift.
Wifi Hotspot
Enjoy a free wifi hotspot at the different ski lift ticket offices in
resort. Simply provide us with your email and get free internet.
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 90 30
www.lessaisies.com

NEW | Insta’pistes
Ready, steady, to your smartphones! This season, our
Insta’spots, the resort’s most instagramable views, are revealed
on an original ski safari. On skis, snowshoes or on foot, follow
an itinerary that reveals stunning panoramic views. Geolocate
our Insta'spots using a geocaching system.
An absolute must: discover our Insta’spots at sunrise, before
the official opening of the ski area. Enjoy tips from our
community manager to make great videos and take THE photo
to share social networks.
3 Insta’spot itineraries in resort: skiing, snowshoe/walking and nordic skiing.
Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 90 30

NEW | VIP Package: When Les Saisies takes care
of everything!
This winter, the resort pampers holidaymakers with a new allinclusive VIP package comprising: a self-catered apartment in a
4* residence, champagne and sweet delicacies on arrival, a 6 day
Espace Diamant ski pass, ski equipment prepared and placed in
your locker, early check-in (12:00 noon instead of 17:00) and an
instructor on your first day to help you discover the ski area.
Offer valid from 04/01/2020 to 08/02/2020 and from 07/03/2020 to 04/04/2020.
Prices: One-week stay at the 4* MMV residence - Les Chalets des Cimes, from
611 € per person.
Contact: Les Saisies Reservations +33 (0)4 79 38 93 89 - www.lessaisies.com

NEW | Mini team
Accessible at any age, regardless of your level, this new ski
course (maximum 5 people) launched by the ESI in Les Saisies,
enables more individual instruction. For toddlers, introductory
sessions start at the age of 3, in a reassuring, playful and colourful
environment. Optimal conditions for successful learning!
Monday to Friday 09:00-10:30 or 13:00-14:30.
Groups: 3-4 years, 4-6 years, 7-12 years and adults. From 2 to 5 people per group.
Price: 170 € for a 5 day course.
Contact: ESI Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 95 94 - info@glissepassion.fr

NEW | Baby snowboard
The ESI in Les Saisies proposes a safe snowboard experience for
4-6 year olds. Burton Riglet boards, specially adapted for children,
have an adapted leash that allows them to slide easily. A fun way
to learn!Once comfortable on their boards, youngsters will leave
the snow garden and head for the green run!
Sessions: 90 minutes or 2 hours, 1 to 2 children maximum.
Prices: 90 minute session from 75 €, 2 hour session from 93 €

NEW | Social Netweek on skis
During Social Netweek, Les Saisies reveals the secrets of
a successful holiday, on slope and on social media. On the
programme, geek and ski, including: video production, drone
shooting, food photography, social media and snowshoeing
along the resort’s insta’spot itinerary. The most beautiful shots
will be rewarded!
A absolute must: a day with Sébastien Montaz, renowned film
director in the alpine world. Enjoy the advice of a pro on how
to make fabulous videos.
Dates: from 25th January to 1st February 2020
Prices: 1 workshop per day, between 10 € and 150 €, depending on the
workshop. Contact: Tourist Information in Les Saisies +33 (0)04 79 38 90 30
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SPORTS FOR ALL

SPECIAL OFFER | Ready, Steady, Splash !
Enjoy an avalanche of Saturday Specials when you book your stay
through Les Saisies Reservations :
› Lunch on the terrace + an entry to the Signal pool complex on
the Saturday of arrival (before noon). Offer valid all season.
Price: 22 €/ adult, 16 €/ child.

› Lunch on the terrace + a 1 day ski pass for Les Saisies on the
Saturday of arrival (before noon). Offer valid all season.
Price: 22 €/ adult, 16 €/ child.

› Cheap rate Espace Diamant ski passes + 1 entry to the Signal
pool complex for all holidays between 06/01 and 07/02/2020 and
between 09/03 and 13/04/2020.
Contact: Les Saisies Reservations + 33 (0)4 79 38 93 89 - www.lessaisies.com

A CUTTING EDGE POOL & SPORTS COMPLEX

Le Signal

With its hypoxic chamber, its different sports facilities
and natural surroundings, Les Saisies is considered to be
a privileged training centre for high level athletes. It is therefore
of no surprise that the French ski, boxing and canoe-kayak
teams regularly use the amenities here.

T

he pool complex, with its unique architecture and glass
frontage offering maximum sunlight and breathtaking
360 ° views of the surrounding mountains, is equipped
with two counter-current swim lanes, a large fun pool with jets, a
river, bubble benches and an area dedicated to small children. At
night, the subdued and more intimate atmosphere encourages
apres-ski relaxation whilst the sun sets on the mountains. Last
but not least, wind down at the spa. Combine a sauna, steam
bath and Jacuzzi with a choice of à la carte beauty treatments
and modeling massages by Estime & Sens , THE new organic
product range!
The multi-sports hall, for individual and team sports boasts
badminton, volleyball, squash and basketball courts. The hall
is also equipped with a climbing wall. Tournaments, fitness
sessions, pilates, cardio mix, circuit training, aqua bike and
14

aquagym sessions are proposed on a daily basis. The gym
here also runs comprehensive exercise programmes, to ensure
optimal use of the equipment on site.

Take the ZEN attitude
In the evening, privatize the spa at the Signal pool complex and relax
after a day on the slopes: soft lighting, exfoliation, body cream and
cocktails. Enjoy the sauna, hammam and jacuzzis whilst admiring the
mountains at sunset. Round off the evening with a delicious meal at
the restaurant 1650 .
Further information: Zen evenings, every Wednesday from 19:00 to 21:00, for up to 20
people.
Price: 31 €/ person for access to the spa; 49,90 € inclusive of dinner.
Contact: Le Signal + 33 (0)4 79 31 43 48

A HYPOXIC CHAMBER - UNIQUE IN FRANCE
Boost those red blood cells!
Only two hypoxic chambers exist in France, one in Les
Saisies and the other at the l’INSEP centre in Prémanon.
Previously reserved for high-level athletes to boost their
performance and for mountaineers in preparation of a
climb, the hypoxic chamber in Les Saisies now opens its
doors to wellness enthusiasts. By artificially recreating
high altitude conditions and reduced oxygen levels, the
immersion in a hypoxic chamber pushes the body to react
and adapt, resulting in the stimulation of hematological,
respiratory and metabolic functions. A great opportunity to
improve your form!
Prices: 25 € per hypoxia session + access to the gym, 40 € inclusive of
access to the wellness area.
Contact: www.signal-lessaisies.com + 33 (0)4 79 31 43 48

PACKAGE DEAL | Ageing well
As life expectancy continues to grow, a new generation of
seniors cultivate the art of «wellness» and «aging well.»
Les Saisies has adapted to this new demand, offering a
package to discover the benefits of a session in a hypoxic
chamber. A personal interview with a coach enables you to
aim for specific targets. A unique experience, stimulating
for both body and mind!
Price: from 192 €/ person inclusive of 6 nights’ accommodation, 3 hypoxia
sessions, access to the gym and spa.
Dates: from 06/01 to 07/02/2020 and from 09/03 to 20/04/2020.
Contact : www.lessaisies.com - reservation@lessaisies.com
+33 (0)4 79 38 93 89

Les Saisies, health and sports resort par
excellence!
The resort is widely renowned for its commitment to
health and sport. As part of the new DIU (inter-university
diploma) for health and sports professionals, the University
of Savoie Mont Blanc chose Les Saisies for its training day
in a specific mountain context. A partnership which should
become long term!
For the past several years, the French Ski Federation has
also selected Les Saisies for its ski/in shape training for ski
instructors and volunteer Federal trainers.

Contact: Le Signal + 33 (0)4 79 31 43 48

For après ski entertainment, the 1650 boasts a six- lane 10
pin bowling alley, lounge bar and restaurant open all day for
breakfast, lunch, snacks and dinner. The venue is also designed
to host business conferences and large events such as weddings
or professional shows.
Contact: Le 1650 - +33 (0)4 79 32 84 92

STUDIES HAVE SHOWN THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA ON

GENERAL WELL-BEING. DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS, ACCESSIBLE TO ALL,
ARE PRESENTLY UNDER STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SAVOIE.
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THE CHALET NANTAILLY

O U R FAV O U R I T E S

This ancient farmhouse in Hauteluce, dating back to 1781, was
entirely transformed in 2015. Awarded the “eco-gite” label by Gîtes
de France, Chalet Nantailly accommodates up to 15 people. This
spacious 250m2 chalet boasts a nature-inspired interior design with
recycled furniture and antique objects. The terraces offer superb
panoramic views of Mont- Blanc and an eco-friendly outdoor Nordic
hot tub, perfect for relaxing beneath the stars.

Absolutely
charming!
Quality primes in Les Saisies. Comfort, pleasure and luxury
don’t always rhyme with star ratings and high prices.
LE VILLAGE DES ARMAILLIS****
A true gem in Les Saisies, this prestigious residence, located
only 50 metres from the slopes, inspires luxury and relaxation.
Dominating the resort, with panoramic views of the Beaufortain
range, the apartments subtly combine tradition and modernity.
The use of noble materials lends a cozy and intimate atmosphere
to the residence. Here, guests can enjoy direct access to the
spa, a vast 100 m2 area equipped with a jacuzzi, solarium,
hammam, outdoor sauna and sensory shower.
The ultimate service: a 7 day concierge service for room service,
ski passes, equipment rental, private ski classes etc.
Contact : +33 (0)4 79 89 45 10 - www.villagelesarmaillis.fr

NEW | A new direction for the Restaurant La Table des
Armaillis
This season, La Table des Armaillis and their new chef Joan
Bois invite guests to discover the authentic flavors of the
region. Created around local produce and inspired by the
surrounding landscapes, the food served here highlights
the work of local artisans. A gourmet journey to discover a
Beaufort trout, Savoyard pork, farm eggs or snails, served with
seasonal vegetables and wild plants. Here, the Chef affirms his
true signature, a combination of culinary exigency and casual
warmth.The wine list features neighbouring winemakers, plus
a choice of rare, sought after bottles, in
limited quantities.

NEW | Well-being and natural health package
Drop your suitcases in the idyllic setting of Chalet Nantailly.
Decompress, refocus and reconnect with nature. On the programme:
a regenerating diet, meditation, yoga, hiking and nature watching.
Take the time to relax in the Nordic hot tub or sauna. Everything you
need for an invigorating break!
Three day package, for 6 to 12 people maximum.
Dates: on request.
Prices: from 279 € per person including accommodation, catering and activities.
Further information and reservations at: Chalet Nantailly +33 (0)6 50 90 29 76 fabienne@chaletnantailly.fr

NEW | MGM Amaya Club Residence
The new Amaya Club Residence by MGM Hotels & Residences,
opens its doors this season in Les Saisies. With three chalets,
divided into 44 apartments, this spacious ski-in/ski-out
residence boasts a refined décor and high-end facilities. After a
day in the great outdoors, head to the Lounge Bar for a moment
of conviviality with family or friends while the children enjoy the
Games Area. The indoor infinity pool and the vast Pure Altitude
Spa “Montagnes du Monde” will calm the souls of those in
search of relaxation. A multitude of services onsite include a
concierge service, rental and delivery of ski equipment, baby
kits, a bakery and catering service, grocery deliveries etc. The
absolute must: book a home chef, put your feet under the table
and enjoy a real holiday!

Mont-Blanc Restaurant & Afternoon Tea
Hélène Fleury and Benoît Goulard are at the head of this gourmet
address in Hauteluce. After rich career paths alongside great chefs
such as Jean Sulpice, Mathieu Viannay and Christian Têtedoie, the
couple are keen to share simple, friendly cuisine. Located in the
intimate and warm setting of a 1900s stone building, the restaurant
proposes a selection of dishes that favour local seasonal produce,
tarts and other sweet delicacies. Our favourites: herb and genepi
iced parfait, frosted lemon mousse with poached peaches or lemon
cake. To be enjoyed without moderation.
Prices: Menu Baroque - 3 dishes: 37 €, Menu Grand Mont – 4 dishes: 49 €, Menu
Circus – 6 dishes: 65 €, Afternoon tea – a homemade cake + a large hot drink: 9 €.
Contact: +33 (0)4 79 37 01 61 - contact@montblanc-restaurant.com
http://montblanc-restaurant.com

Opening on 21st December 2019
Contact: MGM Hotels & Residences +33 (0)4 50 272 272
www.mgm-hotels-residences.com

NEW | Cheese Bar
An ideal venue with your family or friends!
After a day on the slopes, the Cheese
Bar proposes a Savoyard menu designed
around our famous fondue and tartiflette.
Plus, enjoy the possibility to privatize
one of the restaurant’s cozy lounges with
views of the impressive wine cellar!
Warm atmosphere guaranteed.
Contact: +33 (0)4 79 89 26 15
www.latabledesarmaillis
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F E AT U R E

A JOB FOR THE EXPERTS

Guaranteed snow
The art of snow-making in Les Saisies

L

et it snow, let it snow, let it snow ! According to the French Met office, since 1982 the average snowfall in the Beaufortain and
Val d’Arly regions is greater than on all the surrounding mountain ranges. The altitude, proximity to Mont-Blanc and a northwest
orientation are conducive to good snow conditions, a godsend for Les Saisies, as only a dozen centimetres are necessary to start
skiing on our well groomed pastures! Les Saisies boasts an excellent snowmaking network - water and compressed air which, when
in contact with the cold, turns into snow. A much appreciated helping hand for Mother Nature! Contrary to popular opinion, this snow
is natural, there are no additives! The network in Les Saisies boasts 250 modern snowmakers that cover 40% of the area and enable
the resort to economize electricity and optimize water consumption. The resort’s snow factory boasts reactive and precise production
control. Three professional snowmakers manage the command centre, mixing snowflakes with mastery. Among them for the past 20
years, René Blanc-Gonnet, known as the “Snowman”, responsible for producing 300,000 cubic metres of snow each winter.

"ARTIFICIAL SNOW IS A COMBINATION
OF WATER AND COMPRESSED AIR
WHICH, WHEN IN CONTACT WITH
THE COLD, TURNS TO SNOW.
THERE ARE NO ADDITIVES!"

Les Saisies, winners of the eco-friendly Snow
Grooming Challenge 2017 & 2018
During the Mountain Planet Show, Les Saisies was
rewarded for its project to merge two computer
interfaces, artificial snow production and snowgrooming. The project aims to optimize the production
of artificial snow by making the right amount of snow,
thus reducing energy use and costs. This system,
equipped with GPS satellite guidance, informs drivers
of the precise course to take based on the previous time
of passage and present conditions, to groom only the
necessary.
The result: time saving high quality snow grooming!
Marianne Bal: The lady groomer , specialist in
eco-friendly snow-grooming techniques.
Impressed by these mysterious machines from an early
age, Marianne Bal has been driving a snow-groomer for
the past ten years now!
Her career began on the downhill ski slopes before
moving onto Nordic grooming, more tricky and precise,
when being woman could be considered an asset!
120 km of slopes to groom, a communion with nature
for Marianne. Today, she does her job with even more
conviction, now that the ski lift company has trained her
in eco-grooming methods. Born to drive, Marianne also
handles concrete mixers in the summer season!
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Snowfarming in Les Saisies, an innovative
concept from the North!
Les Saisies boasts 8000 m3 of snow, even before the
arrival of winter. How can this be explained?
Through a unique eco-friendly snow storage process,
developed in Scandinavia. Snow, harvested late in the
season, is covered with a mix of sawdust to insulate it
from the elements, the air and the sun.
This new process made a great impression on the
occasion of the 2016 Tour de France, when Les Saisies
displayed a snow-covered slope for 4 days of skiing in
the height of July!
The aim of the game?
To ensure the opening of a 1.5 km snow-covered circuit
on the Nordic area, as of November.

EXCLUSIVE | Pilot a snow-grooming machine
At nightfall, climb up into a snow-grooming machine. On this
specially designed course, enjoy the opportunity to get behind
the wheel. Learn how to tackle moguls, upward climbs,
banked turns and uneven ground, under the watchful eye of a
professional groomer.
Thrilling sensations guaranteed!
Contact: Intersport Les Saisies +33 (0)4 79 38 91 28
contact@intersport-lessaisies.com

SCOOP
8,000 M3 OF SNOW
IN SAISIES ALREADY!
Rare: The resort of Les Saisies manages its own ski lifts!
Les Saisies is one of the few resorts in France to manage its ski
lifts via a local governance system, created more than 20 years
ago to professionalize the ski area. Thanks to good management
and strategic investments, this small company is self-financing
and directly benefits the development of resort. A role model for
others!

THE SKI-LIFT COMPANY IN LES SAISIES TAKES
ECO-FRIENDLY ACTION!
The ski lift management company in Les Saisies pilots an
environmental observatory across the ski area. The goal here
is to minimize environmental impact and preserve the richness
and fragility of the alpine surroundings. The results of surveys
on fauna, flora, water, landscape, agricultural activities and
summer activities enable strategic decisions to be made
concerning future development.
Other eco-friendly actions include:
› The optimization of the snowmaking network in an aim to
reduce air consumption and electricity.
› The use of new, less polluting, diesel fuel for snow-grooming
machines.
› The collection of dirty water used to wash snow-grooming
machines and other company vehicles.
› The re-turfing of the ski slopes in summer.
› The progressive burial of electricity cables.
› The protection of wild birds such as Tetra Lyre (certain areas
are forbidden to skiers).
› The marking of cables on some ski lifts to limit bird collision.
› An environmental protection order concerning the peat bogs in
the Nordic area.
› The use of satellite guidance systems in grooming machines:
8% less time spent on piste = less fuel consumption.
› Regular clean-up campaigns in collaboration with the
neighbouring town of Ugine in an aim to make youngsters
more aware.
› Dry toilets and waste rubbish bins across the ski area.
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